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The largest range 
and the best availability
Klarius Products is the largest manufacturer of aftermarket 
exhausts in the UK. Offering the widest range, the best 
availability and proven quality. Expect an exhaust that is right 
first time, delivered exactly when you need it. 
 
Every Klarius exhaust is available with next day delivery. We 
offer a Fit First Time guarantee and 2-year warranty on all 
products as standard.

Quality, range and availability 
are the cornerstones of our 
market-leading service. When 
you need the best exhaust 
repair, choose Klarius.

OEM  
Quality

Proven quality
To prove our quality to customers, we offer a Fit First 
Time guarantee on every exhaust in range. Furthermore, a 
2-year warranty is available across all products. We produce 
exhausts for original equipment supply (OES) programmes 
on behalf of leading automotive brands.

Testing 
We guarantee our quality through rigorous product development 
and testing using vehicles of correct make, model and production 
year. All applicable products, including catalytic converters (CATs) 
and diesel particulate filters (DPFs), are type-approved. 

Type Approval
Independently certificated by regulatory organisations such as the VCA and TÜV, 

type-approval is an EU legislative standard. It proves that an aftermarket product will 
meet or exceed the performance of the original OEM specification. This provides our 

customers with the added assurance of a minimum quality standard across our range.

Manufacturing excellence
Our LEAN manufacturing approach and highly automated production lines ensure 

exceptional exhaust quality and maximum efficiency. Expert engineers use state-
of-the-art equipment throughout the development and manufacturing process, 

selecting optimal materials and production techniques to extend exhaust service life.



R&D 

Mountings 
Choice

New to Range (NTR)
We are constantly extending our range advantage. Our 
research and development team release new parts on a daily 
basis, with all products shared in a monthly NTR list. Products 
are developed to meet market demand for both existing 
vehicles lacking aftermarket support, or the latest including 
crossovers and hybrids.

Range

We offer exhausts to fit 
over 24 million vehicles 
on UK roads, covering 
11,000+ applications. This 
means we have the largest 
range of aftermarket 
exhausts available in the 
UK, with parts available to 
fit vehicles of almost any 
type, make, model  
or age.

The largest range of  
aftermarket exhausts  
in the UK

Every new Klarius exhaust must 
be supplied with new mountings 

and gaskets.
Over 10,000 references are 
available from stock daily 
- the Klarius range has the 
European vehicle parc covered.

Our in-house research and 
development team use the 
latest prototyping methods, 
test vehicles and CAD software 
to deliver products that are an 
exact fit for vehicle models. 
All products will have been 
developed to exactly fit their 
specification application.



Market-leading 
Service
We offer equal availability 
across all products. Demand 
driven manufacturing, dynamic 
stocking and large warehouse 
capacity mean that exhausts 
for popular or niche vehicles are 
available with the same market-
leading next day delivery time. 
As a result, you won’t have to 
wait to receive a perfect part for 
an urgent repair.

Virtual Warehousing 
Our virtual warehousing system offers you full electronic 
access to our vast stock warehouse of 10,000+ product 
references, supported by next day delivery available across 
the UK. Customers can take advantage of our complete 
range of stock. Order direct next day, our logistics framework 
works for you.

Availability
Nationwide next day delivery 
for any product

Nationwide 
Delivery
Klarius operates a dedicated 
logistics fleet, which can 
deliver components next day 
across the UK. Our efficient 
logistics framework enables 
access to a huge range of 
products on minimal  
lead times.  

Our robust platform ensures 
that even slow moving, bulky 
emissions products don’t 
slow your approach to repair.

Dedicated 
Delivery 

Our in-house logistics operation, 
AutoLogistiks, provides reliable 

nationwide delivery. This 
dedicated service ensures a 

robust native supply chain, highly 
resistant to external logistical 

challenges. Consequently, 
thousands of on time deliveries 

are completed every day, 
providing our customers with a 

truly dependable service.
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30th October 2014 
 
 
Dear Edgar, 
 
I am delighted to inform you that Klarius Products Ltd is hereby confirmed as an 

 
MMI Certified Data Supplier (MCDS) 

 
The MCDS scheme provides national recognition for suppliers that reference their product data 
against our UKspecific Make Model Index (MMI). It offers factors and workshops the reassurance 
that product data featured in our Autocat+ parts catalogue is accurate and uptodate. 
 
Enclosed you will find a copy of the MCDS certificate which details your achievement. In addition 
you can also retrieve your copy of the Certified Supplier logo from our website at  
www.mamsoft.co.uk/filestore/mcds This logo allows your customers to recognise at a glance 
that you are among our most trusted data suppliers, and can be used to promote your company 
as you see fit. 
 
In addition to this promotional benefit, by achieving MCDS status you will also receive highlighted 
product listings in our Autocat+ parts catalogue. 
 
If you have any further questions regarding this or any other aspect of our catalogue system, 
please do not hesitate to give me a call on 01226 352900. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Tony Mason 
Sales Manager  Data and eCommerce 

Key Contacts
 
Customer Services 
T: 01538 752561
E: cs.team@klarius.eu 

 
 
 
 
Technical Hotline: 01538 752561

About us
Klarius Products is a leading European manufacturer of 
emission control products for cars and light 
commercial vehicles.

A dedication to manufacturing quality, combined with a 
flexible stock and logistics policy, plus a prolific new-to-
range output sets us apart as a premier supplier to the 
automotive aftermarket.

We are customer focussed and service driven, taking every 
opportunity to understand our customers’ businesses and 
what they require to increase their customer service and 
profitability. Ultimately we help to ensure the end user 
receives what they want from an availability, fit, quality and 
price perspective.

Klarius manufactures a range of quality replacement 
emission control products for the Aftermarket. Offering 
over 10,000 part references from stock, including; exhausts, 
catalytic converters, diesel particulate filters, product kits, 
gaskets and mountings.

The Klarius HQ is a 5.6 hectare 
site with 46,500 sq. m of factory 

space, incorporating an R&D 
centre, sales and management 

offices, manufacturing and 
test fitting facility, plus a VCA 

approved test track.


